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Summary : New e- sources triggered by laser 
light bepms which can produce intense single or ndti- 

pie bunc!ies of charge (7 to 8 x IO 
IO 

clectrons/b~,nch) 
are under experimental studies in many laboratories of 
different countries. Their development is needed by 
mnn~ applicatioxe es linear collider, free electron 
la&s, aicrolithography and realisation such femtose- 
cond streak cameras or RF electron devices as new mul- 
cincaawatts microwave power socrces. Several emperes L, 
were recently obtained from such sources in short pulses 
using different kind of photocathads irradiated by ns 
or ps light beams. Normalized beam brightness oi 

10’0 Am-2 rad-2 has been measured since 19%. 

In this paper we shall try to give an idea of 
the working principle of such sources anti to summarize 
a part of research8 end realieations on such eourcee in 

laboratories such KEK, TEC, SLAC, LANL and LAL which 
started theoretical end experimental studies since the 
beginning of the 1980’s. Other laboratories as BNL 
started recently a program of realisation of a ileu e- 
s”‘Jrce, Ct:KN and CEA have advanced project to realize 
in the fueur en intense laser driven RF electron gun, 
we vi11 indicate also some of the realized steps of 
their programs. 

I Introduction 

Laser driven electron sources recently develo- 
Ded have similar and manv different caracteristics. In 
feet ebey use different kinds of photocathodes, diffe- 
rent laser syeteme end different accelerating voltage 
between the anode and the cathode. But they can produce 
start electron bunches at the same frequency as that of 
the laser light beam. Some of them deliver some hun- 

dreds of Amp/cm’ around 100 ps FMiW (1) . l’hotoelrission 
canac,t rlormally be obtained from any cathode material 
irradiated by laser beam if its potential barrier is 
yrt’nter then tile used laser photon energy hv . It is 
possible to observe a very low photoemission as e re- 
sult of q ultiphoronic effect, but 

quantum y;eid rlrfined 2s 
electrons 

” = nulrber of incident 
is 

photor.s 

limited to less than 10 
-3 

. Most of usual materials 
(metals, semi-metals or semi-conductors highly p or 
n loped) have a work function (WF) or a material band 
p,ap (k?BG) between 0, = 4.5 e” and 9, = 5 eV. Used 
laser photon energies are in infrared (X - I.064 in) 
hv = I.181 eV;in green (i = 0.5320 nm) by = 2.314 eV; 
in ultraviolet (A = Cl.1532 r-n) lhu = 3.541 eV arld 
(A = C.2660 urn) hv = 4.724 eV. 

Therefore, the potential barrier of any mate- 
rial must be lo.dered by at least 2 eV before its irra- 
diation by a laser beam. Many techniques were developed 
to do it. Potential barrier lowering (PRL) can be obtai- 
nrd cllemically by cesiation, electrically by Scbot:ky 
effect, It is possible a:so to use heat cleaning effect 
on snme kind of materials like I.~P~, to lower its 0, 

from 4.6 PV to 2.5 eV. 

Pbotofield emission from metals or semi-conduc- 
tors is possible with the use of micronic emitters. It 
opvratcs at high local electric fields by tunnel effect. 

In Fig. (I) we give one example of a photoeais- 

SlVe e - source realized by TEC.(4) Fig. (2) shows an 
example of a ccnfit,uration of high bri+tness photacur- 

re:lt bour~e studied at S:ir; I)iego State luivtriity. 
(9) 

In principle construction of sucll YoUrceS to 
dtiliver intense charge in a time as short es 50 to 
I(!0 ps to all..% direct injectioli in S or C ballti qtruc 

tllrc is possible, but practically spare charge effects 

ars so important that it is not possible to do it with- 
out any prcl ixirldry ?ul se cnmpressioll. 

II Photoemission and Photofield emission __------ -..--- 

?, I Photoemission ~-_ ._. 

Photoemission occurs from a given material irra- 
diated by n ligtit beam when successively can be realized 
inside this material photoelectron excitation then a pho- 
toelectron diffusion and e photoelectron liberation Fig. 
j sbovi; tile process of normal photoenissi,Jn. Currat 
densities from a given photocathode can be cnlculsted 
using: t.he gener-al Fowler and hi Pridgc formula : 

.I =as.e N(Wx) D(wx) dWx (1) P.L. 

where cIs is the absorption coefficient, N(‘dx) is 

the number of electrons which cari reach the material 
surface with an energy which value is between Wx end 

wx+u . 
x 

D!Wx) is the transmission probability of tbc 

electron in the vacuum sclid interface. 

Below space charge limit photocurrent densities 
can be calculated From ?he expression : 

(2) 

N 
where 7 is the quantum yield : 1 = $ (3) 

L’ 
N 

and 
T’Cft 

=-A-.- 
NV(k) 

(!I‘ , 

where NE is the produrcd c.lt~ctrr,na nu-nbrr 

N is the 
” 

0 is the 

I is the 
w 

length 

r is the 

h is the 

incident photons number 

reilcxiou coefficient of the maceri al 

incident optical paver at A wave- 

illuminated spot radius 

Planck s constant. 

2.2 Photofield emission 

Photofield emission is obtained from microsco- 
pical emitters working just below field emission thresh- 
old (when local electric field Elocal = BE macroscopic 
is of a magnitude of 0.1 to 0.3 Volt per AngtrEd and 
illuminated by a laser beam. The caractfrization of the 
photoemitters must he done always in field emission 
regime by Fowler Nardheim plot. Photofield current dcn- 
sity can be calculated from the following general ex- 
pression : 

Jwz 

D(W,F) dW (5) 

wlirre NV is tlce incident photon nurrber per surface 
unit, 

7 is the photon electron interaction proba- 
bility 

kT = eVT is the transverse energy 

hv is tile photon energy at a given 1 wavelength 

Fig. !I sbocs ttc photofield emission conditions. 

(2) 
Pulsed photofield emission is one of the LAL’s 

choice. BNL (3) is developpine B photoelectron source 
operating on the principle of Shottky effect. Normal 
photoemission fromphotocathede of regular size is usrd 

at TEC!(4), sLAC’s), LANLc6) and KEKc7). Most of upper 
indicated laboratories work in picosfrond regime, ‘L‘EC 
use nanosecund workin?, regime. 
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Expressions (I), (2) and (5) permit the calcu- 
lation of “continuous” photocurrent densities. However 
one can see in the litterature that some authors give 
peak photocurrent densities to caracterize their e- 
source) others give for the same photocathode continuous 
photocurrent densities. But it is easy to relate the 
two curr~ut densities by : 

 ̂
J = <.a . T 

-I 
(6) 

^ 
where J, <.I> are respectively peak and continuous 
photocurrent densities, T is the pulse photocurrent 
length. 

2.3 Brightness of photoemitted electrons --__. 

Brightness of photoemitted electrons can be 

calculated by the expression(B) 

where Js is the photoemitted current density 

E. “2 
.% 

tin 
is longitudinal energy 9 = --?- (8) 

ma* 

It is possible to show. in the absence of space charge, 
that for typical photoemitted electrons! with a trane- 
verse kinetic energy eVT and longitudinal energy eVL 

reaching the anode in a solide angle n that the effec- 
tive Brightness can be calculated using the following 

formula@) : 

B 5 2 1: + (;)‘I-’ (9) 

where R is the cathode radius, VL is the anode po- 

tential. 

2.4 Kind of emission 

It can happen that during the normal photoemie- 
sion process simultaneously thermoelectronic emission 

occurs due to the incident optical power losses in 
the material. Temperature rise can also partially or 
totally damage the photocathode surface. For pulsed il- 
lumination of a photocathode by .% laser beam with ab- 
sorbed energy W , the heat transfer theory 1101 can 
be used to approximate the temperature rise by the ex- 
pression 

AT = + (2 Kp Cy)“2 7”’ 
“C 

where K is the thermal conductivity, P is the mass 
density, Cv is the specific heat of the material and 

r is the pulse duration. In Fig.(S) one can see the 
importance of temperature rise on tungsten surface when 
irradiated by a 50 ns pulse from e high power laser 

Different kind of emission may start simultaneously 
durinn the photofield emission orocees from a sinele _ . 
or from an array of needles 88 for instance pulsed 
field emission due to the laser electric field defined 
as : 

E = K tiIw 
t 

(11) 

I Ii in Watt/co 
2 

. 

Small variation in emitters geometry, especially when 
they ere newly tested may change the field emission 
threshold and continuous field emission may occur. 

Therefore sometimes in laser driven emission it is not 
easy to know the contribution of different emission 
processes and their effect on the pulse lengths. 

For a normal photocathode the emitted surface 
is of the same magnitude as the laser light spot, for 
microcathode the knowledge of the emitted surface is 
very difficult and is obtained approximatively for a 
single needle from a Fowler Nordheim plot in continuous 
field emission conditions. 

In the case of an array of needles, the photo- 
emitted surface can be obtained from the FN plot of the 
laser pulsed field emission. 

III Photocathode choice 

Dominant parameters which affect the choice of 
a laser driven photocathode in specific applications 
*rL? : 

- The quantum yield 

- The pulse length for an obtained photocurrent (res- 
ponse time of the chosen material vs number of produ- 
ced electrons) 

- The low intrinsic emittance 

- The necessity to cesiate or not the photocathode 

- The good mechanical stability 

- The reproducibility of the photocurrents with the 
same repetition rate. the same frequency in the came 
pulse lengths when irradiated with the same I 

u . 

LANL and TEC use cesiated antiwine Cs3 Sb. 

BNL and LAL are working on metallic and on semi-conduc- 
ting micronic emitters : W, Nb3Ti, SiPd , SiW, Si(n) 

and Si(p) . In Fig. (6) we show an example of a micronic 
emitter used at LAL. 

SLAC end KEK operate on cesiated galium arsenide 
(Cs Ga As) photocathodes. At SLAC, the uoe of Cs Ga As 
cathode under circularly polarized light beam at 
A- 750 nm lead to the productionoflimitedpolarization 

of photoelectrons beam with a maximum of 50%. Therefore 
SLAC is doing a serious research effort to develop an 
alternate photocathode which will be able to deliver 
photoelectron beams of 100% polarization. 

Exploration of semi conductors from II - III - V2 cha- 
locopyrites family as CdSiAs2 or ZnGeAs2 ; ZnGeP2 

and ZnSiAs2 is a very promising way. 
(10) 

IV Used lasers 

The laser driven electron sources use generally 
doubled or tripled pulses from pulsed or &‘-wave mode 
locked or mode locked end Q-switched Nd : YAG lasere. 

Continuous wave mode-locked lasers usually pro- 
duce trains of pulses of more than 70 ps duration at 
f - 175 MHZ. 

For applications where shorter pulses are desi- 
rable, pulse shortening can be obtained by different 
techniques for instance higher-harmonic mode-locking. 
It consists in driving the frequency of the made-locker 
by a multiple of the inverse of the cavity round-trip 
time T . Compression of laser pulses reduces the pulse 
duration to values of e few picoseconds and even below 

lps . Picosecond single pulse or train of pulses 
can be directly obtained from a pulsed mode-locked Nd. 
YAG by saturable abeorbant in different light wwe- 
lengths (IQ. 2~. 3~). To reach frequencies as high as 
3 GHz, 6GH.z and 30 G&v,..., multiplexing systems are 
needed. Optical amplifiers allow to reach desired op- 
tical energy in all wavelengths . Pig.(7) shows the 
KEK’s system end Fig.(g) LAL’e set up. 

V Characteristics of realized laser driven e- eourcee 

The obtained characteristics of the LOS ALAMOS 
laser driven RF source are summarized below : 

Photocathode cs3 Sb 

Quantum yield 
-2 

n = 10 

Laser : Cw Nd : YAG with IOW average power out- 
put in infrared (h = 1064 nm) 

Wavelength visible (4 = 532 nm) 

Pulse duration 100 ps at 108.33 MHZ 

High voltage AC Voltage with Vmax = IO’ Volts 

Energy BY = 3 

Energy spread 9 = * 3% 
Y 

Js 
= 200 A/cm2 
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t 

I 

Peak c”:re”t ; B”“C,l <harp : N:,malired ; Normalized 
EmitLance : ..Brightness 

ICAl : qlm: *ad -21 

-.:p.--- -L.- 

ioo : 6 : 20 : 2.5 x to IO 

_____-_, i __ ..-.. __._ -- i-- -2 

I30 : I” : 18 : 4 x IO’O 
___- .- .- f- 

150 : I2 : 32 i 1.4 x 10 10 

-...-.--_-.____-.- L---- 

Table I 

----7 
: KEK : sl,*r : TEC 

--.----; ---- 

Phutocatbode : ca As(CS.O) : c.3 A5Ccj,O) : c.y Sb 

- .1 

” : 5.,o-2 : 5.10-z : IO+ 

----- : 
L--.-- 

Laser : cw Nd : y*c : ps Nd : YAC : N Nd : YhC 

Optical pulse : 60 ps j 50 pa j 60 r&n 
duration : 

Mae length : 532 : 572 : 532 

High Voltage *c “ollape : 
up LO : 

Table 2 -- 

Photocnitters charactfrietics cbtsincd at KXK, *EC, SLAC 

L--..---.- __._ - ._i ._... --- : 4 
1 ‘efI ; Idi i 0.3 up [a I / 

cpt,ca, pLLaa : train of 3 pu,rca of 

_--.--__ __... 

-.... -.-. 

o?iiCll C”“‘dY : 0.7 /,.r 

: ---T-- Ph”IUC”rTPItt drr,rLLy : Ik*,W 
.--. _.-. _:_ 

‘ied. c”Trvzll Ih 
:._..- -. - 

Table 3 

Performance of LAL’s and BNL’s rlicroemitters 

Photofield emission studies using semi-conduc- 
ting emitters have been done at the Lebedev Institute 
and other Soviet laboratories since the beginning of 
the 1960’s. Important results on photoemissivity of 
the Ge were obtained and quantum yields of more than 

one were reached in field emission condition [III 
. We 

present below some figures which summariw the perfor- 
mances obtained in photo field emission from high re- 
sistance Silicon and Germaniurr by the P.G. Borzyak and 
collaborators [I I I. 

Conclusion 

Important progresses are going on the field of 
high brightness laser driven e- sources in different 
laboratories. However, stabilization of the laser anr 
plitudes pulees, when working at high frequencies is 
not yet achieved. Also many kinda of photocathodes are 
now tested and no evidence appears about the most per- 
formant of them. 
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Fig. 6 : WSi microemitters used at LAL 
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